Self-check for applicants from abroad

We are very pleased that you are interested in studying at a Bachelor’s degree at the ZHAW.

You have qualified which entitles you to study at a university in your country of origin. The flow chart below allows you to assess your chances of being admitted to the ZHAW. The official equivalency verification process for your admission takes place when your application has been submitted. Please note that you must be able to show a C1 language proficiency according to the Common European Framework in German for programmes taught in German or an English proficiency in English for programmes taught in English. Please submit the relevant certificates with your application.

You will find a detailed description of the criteria and steps involved in the equivalency verification process for foreign qualifications as well as further information in the Fact Sheet for Applicants from Abroad.

**Step 1: Does your qualification cover the required study subjects?**

- **Yes**, except for the mandatory requirement «General education subject» (→ admission requirement 2012, step 1).
- **No**, in full (→ admission requirement 2012, step 1).

**Explanation**: Check whether your educational document provides proof that you have studied and attained each of the required six subjects in at least one of the upper secondary school using your qualification. If you have completed your education from a country outside of Switzerland, you must contact the academic office responsible for your degree programme to verify whether your educational document provides proof of the required six subjects.

**Step 2: Does your qualification cover the subjects required?**

- **Yes**, except for the mandatory requirement «General education subject» (→ admission requirement 2012, step 1).
- **No**, in full (→ admission requirement 2012, step 1).

**Explanation**: Check whether your educational document provides proof that you have studied and attained each of the required six subjects in at least one of the upper secondary school using your qualification. If you have completed your education from a country outside of Switzerland, you must contact the academic office responsible for your degree programme to verify whether your educational document provides proof of the required six subjects.

**Step 3: Does your qualification cover the additional admission requirements?**

- **Yes**, except for the mandatory requirement «General education subject» (→ admission requirement 2012, step 1).
- **No**, in full (→ admission requirement 2012, step 1).

**Explanation**: Check whether your educational document provides proof that you have studied and attained each of the required six subjects in at least one of the upper secondary school using your qualification. If you have completed your education from a country outside of Switzerland, you must contact the academic office responsible for your degree programme to verify whether your educational document provides proof of the required six subjects.